
Samohi Viking Marching Band Uniform Washing Instructions 
 
Before you take any uniforms home:  
 

• Remove any straight-pins in the garment bags; remove & discard name cards from garment bag 
windows. 

• CLASS OF 2019:  If the name card indicates “2019,” also remove the blue tape label on the hanger, 
unsnap the pant legs, and use a seam ripper, knife, or scissors to remove any stitches at the hem. 
Unsnap jacket sleeves. 

• NAUTILUS PINS:  Remove nautilus pins from all jackets and set aside. 
• Check the pant pockets and garment bags; remove gloves, gauntlets, and any personal items. There will 

be a small “lost and found” area set aside for personal items. 
• GAUNTLETS: Remove gauntlets to large garbage bags for later washing. 
• GLOVES:  Discard any faded or stained gloves and gloves with fingers cut off. Keep only gloves in good 

condition, with all fingers; place good gloves in a large garbage bag for later washing. 
• OTHER:  Remove sweatbands and berets to the bag(s) where dirty gloves are stored, for later washing. 

Do not wash gauntlets or gloves with pants or jackets; they bleed! 
 
At Home: 
 

1) Remove jacket and pants from garment bag. If there is one, please remove the student sticker from inside 
the jacket. Discard the name sticker. 

2) Make sure NAUTILUS PINS are removed before washing. 
3) An averaged-size washing machine will hold 5-6 pairs of pants and 4-5 jackets, depending on the sizes. 

Obviously, some jackets and pants are much larger than others. As best you can, please try to wash 
pants with pants and jackets with jackets. 

4) Wash in cold water only, on “normal” cycle (no extra agitation or faster than normal spin cycles). Any 
detergent WITHOUT FABRIC SOFTENER may be used. Do not add fabric softener! 

5) Hang wet pants with pleats to the sides and let dry on a hanger or clothesline. If the pants are very 
wrinkled, please iron them. As long as the iron is not too hot, you should be able to iron them without 
using a cloth between the iron and the pants. 

 

 
 

6) Hang wet jackets on the suit hanger that came with the uniform. This will help the jacket keep its shape. 
Please iron sleeves or waist “V” parts of jackets, if they are wrinkled. Please do not attempt to iron jacket 
shoulders. 

7) When everything is fully dry, please hang the pants on the suit hanger, and hang the jacket over the 
pants, with the blue striped side facing forward. You should be able to see the writing on the blue tape on 
the hanger. Please check this, as it is not intuitive:  it requires zipping the jacket on the back side of the 
hanger. Please check to see that jacket and pant numbers match the numbers on the blue tape. If the 
uniform jacket and pant numbers do not match the numbers on the hanger, please pin or tape a note to 
the uniform jacket, so that we can try to find the proper uniform numbers that go with the hanger. 

Note:  CLASS OF 2019 uniforms will have their blue tape labels removed before washing. Simply hang the 
pants and jackets on the blank hangers for later sorting by uniform number. 


